EYFS

EYFS Class news to follow separately at a later date …..

YEAR 1
In year 1 there has been a dragon on the loose! We found clues around
school on Monday and have been coming up with a plan to catch her. We
have been writing instructions to link with this. Year 4 have also been learning
about dragons so we have paired up to share knowledge. On Wednesday we
joined forces and made dragon nests on the field. Let us know if you hear any
news or see anything strange!
Miss Smith

Class 2’s Amazing Soup Journey
In Class 2, as a part of our ‘Goodness Gang’ topic, we’ve been learning about healthy
eating. We’ve had a special focus on vegetable soup and began by evaluating some
shop-bought soups. Next, we designed our own soup and went into Connaught Avenue to
buy the ingredients! We had fun chopping up all the vegetables, cooking the soup and
evaluating our finished product! We also delivered cups of soup to all the teachers so that
they could taste it, too!
We’ve been writing our own versions of the traditional tale ‘Stone Soup’. After the half term
break we’re hoping to use stick puppets to act out our stories. We’ll video our efforts so that
we can share our stories with our reading buddies! Mrs Stubbs

YEAR 3

This week, children in year 3
have been looking at poetry.
We have started to look at the
key feature of a shape poem
and have enjoyed starting to
make our own.
In maths, we have been
looking at identifying different
equivalent fractions. We have
focused ourselves to look at a
variety of fractions and how they
have similarities.
On Mondays, our music
lessons have been to practise
the recorders and play
different notes for a short and
long time.
Miss Dean Turner

YEAR 4
In year 4, we have started
reading How To Train Your
Dragon by Cressida Cowell
and the children are really enjoying developing their retrieval, inference and comprehension skills to explore the story,
even learning a bit of
Dragonese! I have loved seeing the passion the children
have for this topic during our
history lessons as they research
the Vikings and Anglo-Saxons
but the homework has been
very creative ranging from
board games to Lego longships and longhouses to collages to antique burnt letters in
runes. This is fantastic to see!
This week in year 4 we have
begun to look at fractions and
the children have been investigating the fractions they can
see around the school and
how to find equivalent fractions.
The children are continuing to
use TT Rockstars daily and are
making great progress! Keep it
up Year 4!
Miss Guest

YEAR 5
Over the past few weeks ,we have written our Newspaper reports, started our
unit on fractions and used the iPads to create Green Screen Postcards,
complete scientific investigations and create posters to explain various
religions beliefs regarding creation. Scan the QR codes to find out more…
Have a wonderful Half Term!
Mrs Chapman

Year 6

We have continued to enjoy our topic work learning about life in The
Amazon Rainforest. We have recently been gaining an
understanding about life as a tribal person living in The Amazon,
surviving on the knowledge passed down from generation to
generation, surviving as hunter-gatherers, and the methods they use
to help them thrive. However, we have also looked at the threats
they face, and how their culture is being compromised and how
their very existence is at risk due to continued deforestation and
destruction of their habitat.
We have linked this learning to our work in literacy, where we are
currently planning our persuasive letters addressed to the Brazilian
Embassy in London, urging them to take action to prevent the huge
damage that deforestation is causing in their home-country. The
children are producing some very forceful writing and supporting
their views with lots of evidence!
We thoroughly enjoyed science day last week where we were
looking at the human circulatory system, and specifically the role of
the heart as a major organ. We carried out an investigation to find
out how different exercises had different effects on our heart rate,
and the children were able to explain their findings in terms of how
our hearts needed to supply our bodies with more oxygen the
harder we were having to exercise. The children worked really hard
throughout the day and produced some great data analysis at the
end!
Mr M….

